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Reliability of the beam-splitter–based Bell-state measurement
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~Received 28 March 2003; published 5 December 2003!

A linear 50-50 beam splitter, together with a coincidence measurement, has been widely used in quantum
optical experiments, such as teleportation, dense coding, etc., for interferometrically distinguishing, measuring,
or projecting onto one of the four two-photon polarization Bell statesuc (2)&. In this paper, we demonstrate that
the coincidence measurement at the output of a beam splitter cannot be used as an absolute identifier of the
input stateuc (2)& nor as an indication that the input photons have been projected to theuc (2)& state.
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The phenomenon of nonlocal correlations, or entang
ment, between quantum-mechanical particles is central to
growing field of quantum information science. Entangl
states have been used for experimentally verifying vari
violations of Bell’s inequalities@1–3#, as well as for demon-
strations of quantum cryptography@4#, quantum teleportation
@5,6#, and quantum dense coding@7#. In addition, the field of
quantum computing relies on the ability to generate and
nipulate multiparticle entangled states@8#. Perhaps the sim
plest examples of entangled states are the polarizat
entangled Bell states

uc (6)&5~ uH&1uV&26uV&1uH&2)/A2,

uf (6)&5~ uH&1uH&26uV&1uV&2)/A2,

whereuH& anduV& refer to the horizontal and vertical pola
ization states of a single photon, respectively. Such states
routinely generated via the process of spontaneous para
ric down-conversion~SPDC! @3,9,10#.

Since the Bell states form a complete~entangled! basis for
the two-particle polarization Hilbert space, it should be p
sible to build a measurement device capable of distingu
ing all four Bell states. Although the Bell-state measurem
~BSM! plays a critical role in many of the quantum applic
tions mentioned above, it is not trivial to build such a devi
as nonlinear photon-photon interactions are required fo
complete BSM@11#. Thus far, there has been only one e
perimental demonstration of a complete BSM~for teleporta-
tion! using nonlinear optical effects@6#. On the other hand, a
simple linear optical beam splitter has been claimed to
tinguish at least one out of four Bell states@12# and has been
used in several recent experiments@5,7#.

The beam-splitter-based BSM can be briefly explained
follows. Consider a 50-50 beam splitter in which two ph
tons in a Bell state enter via modes 1 and 2 and exit
modes 3 and 4@see the beam splitter~BS! in Fig. 1#. It is
straightforward to show that, out of the four Bell states, o
the uc (2)&1,2 input results in exactly one photon in each ou
put port @12#. Assuming perfect detectors, therefore, t
probability of a coincidence count between two detect
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located at modes 3 and 4 is unity for theuc (2)&1,2 input state.
For the other three Bell states, the probability of coinciden
is zero because both photons always end up either in mo
or in mode 4.

Experimentally, the presence of a coincidence or null
incidence can be confirmed by varying the overlap of
‘‘photon wave packets’’ at the beam splitter. If photons
not overlap at the beam splitter, they scatter randomly
the probability of~background! coincidence is 1/2. When the
paths are properly aligned, the stateuc (2)&1,2 produces a
peak in the coincidence rate that is twice the backgrou
coincidence rate. Likewise, the other three Bell states p
duce a dip in the coincidence rate as the photon overla
the beam splitter is varied. The presence of these coincide
features is often regarded as evidence that a particular a
ratus is properly aligned and is functioning as a BSM devi
In this paper, we show that these features may be obse
even when Bell states are not used as the inputs. Thus
presence of a coincidence peak does not guarantee tha
input state isuc (2)&1,2. The implication, therefore, is that
coincidence event cannot be used as an absolute indica
that an unknown input state has collapsed touc (2)&1,2.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A 3-mm-thi
type-II BBO crystal is pumped by a train of 120 fs ultrafa
pulses centered at 390 nm. Photons centered at 780 nm
emitted into two distinct cones, one corresponding to the
ray (V polarized! and the other to theo ray (H polarized! of
the crystal. Interest is restricted to the intersections of
two light cones, shown in the inset, where photons of eit
polarization may be found. Before being directed to the in

FIG. 1. Outline of experimental setup. A 3-mm-thick type-
BBO crystal is pumped by a 120 fs ultrafast laser pulse.
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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ports of an ordinary nonpolarizing beam splitter, the photo
pass through 600mm thick quartz plates QP1 and QP
which are oriented with their optic axes parallel to that of t
BBO crystal. The quartz plates are used to adjust the ph
between the interfering terms, as described below. After
iting the beam splitter, the photons are detected by sin
photon counters D3 and D4 and the coincidence rate is m
sured using a time-to-amplitude converter and a mu
channnel analyzer with an effective coincidence window o
ns. F3 and F4 are 20 nm full width at half maximu
~FWHM! spectral filters centered at 780 nm.

The two-photon state exiting the quartz plates may
written in simple form as

uc&5~ uH~ tH!&1uV~ tV!&21e2 ifuV~ tV!&1uH~ tH!&2)/A2,

where, for example,uH(tH)&1uV(tV)&2 represents a horizon
tally polarized photon in path 1 and a vertically polariz
photon in path 2 with the most probable times of emiss
being tH and tV , respectively. The photon wave packets a
centered at different times because they propagate thro
the birefringent materials at different speeds. In most exp
ments involving this type of source, birefringent plates a
used to temporally overlap the orthogonally polarized p
tons@9,13#. No such compensation is present here, howe
The relative phasef between the two terms is determined
the transit times for the orthogonally polarized photons in
two sets of quartz plates. Tilting the plates in one arm
creases the effective thickness of the plates, permitting
cise phase adjustment.

The coincidence data is shown in Fig. 2, with the tw
different data sets corresponding to two different phase
tings 0 andp. The phase is adjusted by tilting QP2. Th
adjustment also increases the total effective path in the lo
arm, an effect which is manifested as an offset between
peak and the dip.

In spite of the fact that the data clearly show the coin
dence peak and dip typically associated with BSM, the in
states arenot Bell states: polarization correlation measur
ments performed here would not yield the high-visibili
sinusoidal curves associated with polarization-entang
states and, consequently, these polarization states could
be used to violate Bell’s inequality. The lack of entanglem

FIG. 2. Experimental data. The peak-dip visibility is 91%.
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here is due not only to the problems typically associated w
ultrafast-pumped type-II sources, see Refs.@14–16#, but also
to the fact that the orthogonally polarized photons are
temporally overlapped, as described above.

The data shown in Fig. 2 show, therefore, that polarizat
entanglement is not required at the beam-splitter input
observe the coincidence peak~or dip! at the beam splitter
output. The effect, which is discussed in more detail el
where@17#, can be understood in terms of the Feynman d
grams for the events leading to a coincidence detect
There are two ways~corresponding to the two terms in th
two-photon state! that photons may be emitted into the tw
input arms. A coincidence may be recorded either when b
photons are transmitted (t-t) or when both are reflected (r -r )
for a total of four Feynman amplitudes as shown in Fig.
For a given emission event (uH(tH)&1uV(tV)&2, for example!,
the r -r and t-t cases are distinguishable, since they lead
different sequences of detection events~compareC1 andC2
in Fig. 3!. As long as the two arms of the interferometer a
identical, though, a particular detection sequence may be
tained via two distinct emission events~compareC1 andC4
in Fig. 3!, i.e., the amplitudes are pairwise indistinguishab
Depending on the phase between the two emission terms
resulting interference may be either constructive or destr
tive.

Interference curves similar to those shown in Fig. 2 a
typically used to align a BSM device. It is then assumed t
an unknown input state is projected touc (2)&1,2 whenever a
coincidence is observed at the outputs. We have shown
that the same curves may be obtained with states that are
Bell states. It follows, then, that a coincidence detection d
not necessarily project the input state touc (2)&1,2. Rather,
the coincidence measurement projects the input state
class of states that possess a particular symmetry and, a
shall see below, the Bell stateuc (2)&1,2 is just one of many
two-photon states which exhibit such symmetry.

The symmetry condition mentioned above can be ide
fied by determining the input state that results exclusively
the two photons exiting the beam splitter via different pat
i.e., the input state that always leads to a coincidence de
tion ~coincidence peak!. We start by considering the mor
general two-photon state

uc&5E E dvHdvV$FH1,V2~vH ,vV!âH1
† ~vH!âV2

† ~vV!

1FV1,H2~vH ,vV!âV1
† ~vV!âH2

† ~vH!%u0&/A2, ~1!

FIG. 3. Four Feynman alternatives occur in this experiment. T
vertical gray line represents the beam splitter. For simplicity, the
delays~occurring in the SPDC crystal and in the quartz! are ex-
pressed as thick lines in the two-photon paths.
5-2
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where, for example,âH1
† (vH)âV2

† (vV)u0& represents a hori
zontally polarized single photon of frequencyvH in path 1
and a vertically polarized single photon of frequencyvV in
path 2. The two-photon joint spectral functio
FH1,V2(v1 ,v2) describes the energy distribution probabi
ties for the photon pair and can be calculated explicitly in
case of SPDC@13–15#. The most general two-photon sta
should also include terms of the formâH1

† (v1)âH2
† (v2) and

âV1
† (v1)âV2

† (v2), but since these terms always lead to t
symmetry condition in which two photons exit via the sam
output path~null coincidence or coincidence dip!, we can
restrict attention to the terms shown in Eq.~1! without loss
of generality.

The input and output modes of the beam splitter are
lated by â j 3(v)5@ â j 2(v)1 i â j 1(v)#/A2 and â j 4(v)
5@ â j 1(v)1 i â j 2(v)#/A2, where the subscriptj identifies the
polarization (H or V). Inserting these operators into Eq.~1!
yields the state at the output of the beam splitter,

uc&3,45
1

2E E dvHdvV$@FH1,V2~vH ,vV!

2FV1,H2~vH ,vV!#@ âH4
† ~vH!âV3

† ~vV!

2âH3
† ~vH!âV4

† ~vV!#1 i @FH1,V2~vH ,vV!

1FV1,H2~vH ,vV!#@ âH3
† ~vH!âV3

† ~vV!

1âH4
† ~vH!âV4

† ~vV!#%u0&. ~2!

If the input state is to lead to exactly one photon in each
the output paths, then the coefficients preceding operato
the formsâH3

† (vH)âV3
† (vV) and âH4

† (vH)âV4
† (vV) must be

zero. This leads to the conditionFH1,V2(v1 ,v2)5
2FV1,H2(v2 ,v1). Imposing this condition on Eq.~1! yields
the antisymmetric state

uc&AS5E E dvHdvVF~vH ,vV!$âH1
† ~vH!âV2

† ~vV!

2âV1
† ~vV!âH2

† ~vH!%u0&/A2, ~3!

which has the property that the photons’spectral and tempo-
ral properties are correlated with their polarizations. This
condition is satisfied in the type-II emission scheme e
ployed here, as long as the optical path lengths in the
arms are identical~path length mismatch is manifested as
frequency dependent phase factor!.

The symmetry exhibited in Eq.~3!, while sufficient for
deterministically generating a coincidence at the bea
splitter output, does not guarantee that the state is a
state. This can be seen by analyzing the polarization corr
tions of the two photons@2,3,9,10#. If a pair of photons in a
polarization-entangled state are directed to detectors
ceded by polarizers, the coincidence rate will vary sinus
dally with either the sum or difference of the polariz
angles. Any state exhibiting this type of correlation may
used to violate a Bell inequality. For theuc (2)&1,2 state, the
06230
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coincidence rate is given byRc}sin2(u12u2), whereu1 and
u2 are the orientations of the polarizers. The coincidence
for the general stateuc& is given by

Rc~v1 ,v2!}u^u1~v1!u^u2~v2!uc&u2,

where ^u j (v j )u5^0u@cosujâHj(vj)1sinujâVj(vj)#. With the
stateuc& given in Eq.~1!, the coincidence rate becomes

Rc~v1 ,v2!}ucosu1sinu2FH1,V2~v1 ,v2!

1cosu2sinu1 FV1,H2~v2 ,v1!u2, ~4!

which is proportional to sin2(u12u2) only if FH1,V2(v1 ,v2)
52FV1,H2(v1 ,v2). As before, this condition may be im
posed on Eq.~1! to give the Bell state

uc&Bell5E E dv1dv2F~v1 ,v2!$âH1
† ~v1!âV2

† ~v2!

2âV1
† ~v1!âH2

† ~v2!%u0&, ~5!

where the different labeling schemes reflect a symmetry
is subtly different than that shown in Eq.~3!. Here,the spec-
tral and temporal properties of the photons are correlat
with path, rather than with polarization. For the Bell stat
therefore, the horizontally polarized photon in a particu
path must be identical to the vertically polarized photon
that path. This condition is not satisfied for the photon p
source employed here, not only because the orthogonally
larized photons are centered at different times@13#, but also
because the different spectral properties of the emitted p
tons are correlated with polarization@14,15#. However, the
symmetry condition shown in Eq.~5! can be met if the two-
photon state is ‘‘rearranged’’ so that any properties origina
correlated with polarization become correlated, instead, w
path @10#.

These results are summarized as follows: a two-pho
state with the symmetry of Eq.~3! will produce a coinci-
dence at the beam-splitter output, while a state with the s
metry of Eq.~5! will exhibit the polarization correlations of a
Bell state. Of course it is possible for a state to possess b
types of symmetry, in which case the beam splitter rea
would identify theuc (2)& Bell state . Both symmetry condi
tions are met if the photons’ spectral and temporal proper
are correlated with neither path nor polarization, i.e.,
F(v,v8)5F(v8,v). In this case, the two photons are spe
trally and temporally identical, as is the case with the pho
pair source described in Ref.@9#. For ultrafast-pumped
type-II SPDC used in this paper, this condition may be s
isfied by configuring it to eliminate spectral differences b
tween the photons@15,18#.

The analysis presented above shows that the symm
condition that leads to a coincidence at the beam-splitter
put is different than the symmetry condition required for p
larization entanglement. Although the analysis was carr
out in the spectral domain, equivalent results would be
tained in the time domain, where the improperly comensa
temporal walk-off would be represented as a temporal sh
rather than an additional phase factor. It has been assu
5-3
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here that the emitted photons, while not spectrally identi
have identical center wavelengths. Nothing in the analy
however, requires this to be so and the differences in
symmetry conditions may best be illustrated by considerin
two-color two-photon source. Imagine a source that em
one red and one blue photon into two distinct paths and
either polarization may be found in each path, with the p
larizations always found to be orthogonal when measure
the H-V basis. Depending on whether photon color is cor
lated with polarization or with path, such a source may~i!
have unit probability of producing a coincidence count~co-
incidence peak! at the beam-splitter output while exhibitin
no polarization entanglement, e.g., (uHR&1uVB&2

2uVB&1uHR&2)/A2 ~the same result as in the experiment p
sented here!; or ii! be polarization-entangled (uc (2)&1,2
state!, but fail to produce a coincidence peak at the be
splitter output, e.g., (uH&1RuV&2B2uV&1RuH&2B)/A2. In the
latter case, the red photon is always found to be in path
while the blue photon is always in path 2@19#. The pair
would be entangled in polarization~assuming no additiona
timing information!, but when incident on a beam-splitter th
photons would not exhibit the interference features show
l

-
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Fig. 2, since the coincidence detection events would
longer be pairwise indistinguishable as in Fig. 3.

In conclusion, we have presented experimental evide
that a successful BSM cannot be claimed solely based on
coincidence data alone, because the interference features~co-
incidence peak or dip! which are commonly considered a
the signature of a successful BSM may, in fact, be obtai
with input states incapable of violating a Bell inequality. W
have also shown that the conditions which lead to a posi
result ~coincidence at the beam-splitter outputs! are indeed
different than the conditions required of a polarizatio
entangled state or a proper Bell state projection.

Note added in proof. Recently the authors learned of
similar theoretical result which appeared in Ref.@20#.
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